This paper considers mean-variance optimization under uncertainty, specifically when one desires a sparsified set of optimal portfolio weights. From the standpoint of a Bayesian investor, our approach produces a small portfolio from many potential assets while acknowledging uncertainty in asset returns and parameter estimates. We demonstrate the procedure using static and dynamic models for asset returns.
1. Introduction. Practical investing requires balancing portfolio optimality and simplicity. In other words, investors desire well-performing portfolios that are easy to manage, and this preference is driven by many factors. Managing large asset positions and transacting frequently is expensive and time consuming, and these complications arise from both trading costs and number of assets available for investment. For the individual investor, these challenges are strikingly amplified. Their choice set for investment opportunities is massive and includes exchange traded funds (ETFs), mutual funds, and thousands of individual stocks. Further, transaction costs can become prohibitively large even for a modest number of orders (Barber and Odean, 2000; Barber et al., 2009 ). This raises the question: How does one invest optimally while keeping the simplicity of a portfolio in mind? We tackle this question from a new statistical and decision-theoretic perspective. Portfolio optimization requires inputs that are parameters from a statistical model (typically the mean and covariance of asset returns) which are inherently uncertain, and a Bayesian estimation of these parameters yields posterior distributions quantifying this uncertainty. Because the optimal portfolio depends on these parameters (Markowitz, 1952) , the optimality criterion (typically characterized by a ratio of portfolio return and risk and known as the Sharpe ratio) is also uncertain (see Pastor and Veronesi (2009) and Jacquier and Polson (2012) for important Bayesian treatments of uncertainty in finance). In this paper, we propose a way to study how much "optimality" we lose ex ante for varying levels of portfolio simplicity. We compare simple portfolios with their more complex counterparts while acknowledging statistical uncertainty. One key result of our approach is that very little ex ante is lost (in terms of Sharpe ratio) by an optimal portfolio built on a small subset of assets when many assets are available for investment. We also find (through out-of-sample tests) that the ex post performance of these "small portfolios" exceed that of their "full portfolio" counterparts. In other words, if the deterioration in the predicitive Sharpe ratio for increasingly simpler portfolios is negligible up to statistical uncertainty and they perform well out-of-sample, why not hold a simpler and easier to manage portfolio?
Methodologically, our approach adapts the decoupling shrinkage and selection (DSS) procedure from Hahn and Carvalho (2015) to the portfolio selection problem (see also Puelz, Hahn and Carvalho (2016) ). Their paper defines a new framework for model selection where statistical inference, regardless of prior and likelihood specifications, is separated from the model selection process itself. In general, the DSS paradigm involves a model fitting step (inference) and a selection step (optimization). For the selection step, one specifies a loss function on which a particular model is graded, often by predictive loss. The two steps are married by integration over uncertainty, and the final loss function is derived by integrating over the predictive and posterior distributions of the future observables and model parameters from the inference, respectively. Then, this integrated loss function can be optimized. Hahn and Carvalho (2015) develop the DSS procedure for linear and gaussian graphical models and use variation explained and excess error heuristics for model selection. Extending this work, we apply the DSS approach to the problem of portfolio selection and optimization. The portfolio optimization loss function is defined as the portfolio return mean minus the portfolio return variance, and the portfolio Sharpe ratio is chosen as the model selection heuristic.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of investing in exchange traded funds (ETFs). ETFs have gained popularity over the past two decades as a low-cost way for individual investors to hold large baskets of stocks. These funds are mandated to closely follow (track) the returns of stock market indices. For example, the ETF SPY tracks the S&P 500 index which is comprised of 500 large market-capitalization companies. An individual investor has increasing numbers of ETFs to choose from, including funds that invest in currencies, foreign equities, bonds, real estate, and commodities. Given this large choice set and modest means by which individuals can invest, we utilize our approach to optimally select a small subset of ETFs. Several financial startups are now providing "ETF selection" services, including Betterment and Wealthfront. After answering a series of questions to determine an investor's risk tolerance, these companies provide small portfolios of ETFs for investment. ETF selection and investing is clearly a relevant problem for individual investors today.
1.1. Previous research. There are two streams of research in portfolio optimization that are important to this work. The first focuses on the portfolio selection problem, particularly in stock investing and index tracking. Polson and Tew (1999) consider the S&P 500 index and develop a Bayesian approach for large-scale stock selection and portfolio optimization from the index's constituents. Other insightful Bayesian approaches to optimal portfolio choice in different contexts include Johannes, Korteweg and Polson (2014) , Gron, Jørgensen and Polson (2012) , Jacquier and Polson (2010) , Puelz, Carvalho and Hahn (2015) and Pettenuzzo and Ravazzolo (2015) .
A second stream of research is dedicated to regularization techniques in mean-variance optimization. Mean-variance portfolio optimization is a cornerstone of finance where optimal weights are found by maximizing portfolio return for a fixed level of risk (Markowitz, 1952) . Since this procedure relies on estimates of the first two moments of return, the optimal weights depend heavily on the modeling choice for these moments. It is well documented that sample estimates for the mean and variance produce portfolios with extreme weights that perform poorly out-of-sample (Jobson and Korkie, 1980) , (Best and Grauer, 1991) , (Broadie, 1993) , (Britten-Jones, 1999) , , (Frankfurter, Phillips and Seagle, 1971) , (Dickinson, 1974) , and (Frost and Savarino, 1988) . Estimation errors are the culprit, and it is widely acknowledged that errors in the expected return are much larger than errors in the covariance matrix, see for example Merton (1980) . As a result, researchers have focused on ways to stabilize, through regularization, the entire optimization process. For a detailed literature review of finance literature related to regularized portfolio optimization, we refer the reader to the appendix.
Under a new decision-theoretic lens, this paper frames weight regularization in a portfolio selection methodology by viewing it as a necessary part of the investor's utility. This is markedly different from previous literature where weights are regularized for statistical benefits -thus mixing investor preferences with the modeling of the optimization inputs. Our loss function regularizes the weights to mirror the investor's joint preference for portfolio simplicity and high risk-adjusted return, and we are able to tailor the utility to many other desires of the investor (see section 4). The paradigm of decoupling shrinkage and selection used in this paper is intended to clearly separate statistical modeling from the investor's utility optimization problem. In this way, we disentangle the motivation for using a penalized utility from everything statistical -a contribution that does not currently exist in the literature. Additionally, we show financial benefits of this new method in a practical out-of-sample exercise in section 3.2.
1.2. Outline. The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we derive a loss function for a mean-variance investor to be used for portfolio choice. In section 3, we demonstrate how this loss function may be used to construct portfolios of ETFs.
The first part of section 3 is an illustration of the procedure -we consider two static models for asset returns (a latent factor model and normal-inverseWishart model) to emphasize how the methodology is agnostic to choice of prior and likelihood. Since the DSS framework permits the separation of the learning stage from the decision stage, we show how two reasonable choices for learning the moments of asset returns propagate into the overall portfolio decision.
The second part of section 3 considers a practical application of the methodology anchored in the ideas from the illustrative section. We construct a dynamic model for asset returns and show how an investor may implement an out-of-sample portfolio strategy which performs well compared to several alternatives.
2. Loss function derivation. We consider a portfolio optimization involving the first two moments of portfolio return. Assume we desire to invest in a set of N assets with stochastic returns given by the vectorR. We consider long only portfolios since layman investors are often unable hold short positions. We consider the following optimization:
where w is vector giving the amount invested in each asset. The first two terms in objective 2.1 is the second order Taylor approximation to the exponential growth rate of wealth expanded about w 0 = 0. Assuming returns and weights are small enough, this is a reasonable approximation. This can also be viewed as a version of the Kelly portfolio criterion where the mean and covariance of the asset returns appear (see Kelly Jr (1956) for the original paper). Also, this approximation gives the maximum Sharpe ratio portfolio which is a unique among all possible optimal portfolios on the efficient frontier (i.e. the set of optimal portfolios for varying levels of risk). The third term in objective 2.1 is a penalty on the portfolio weights. This reflects the investor's desire for portfolio simplicity and is not used for regularization of poor inference as previous studies have done. Intuitively, this penalty "sparsifies" the optimal weight vector by allocating a reasonable amount of wealth to a small subset of assets.
Assume thatR is generated from a distribution with mean µ and variance Σ:R
Given this assumption, we pass the expectations through the objective in problem 2.1 to obtain:
Note that the expectations avoid the penalty term on the weights.
In the context of Hahn and Carvalho (2015) , we define the integrated loss function from the objective in problem 2.3 as:
Suppose we have a posterior distribution for the model parameters µ and Σ. As a final step, we integrate over this distribution to obtain:
Completing the square in w, dropping terms that do not involve the portfolio weights, and defining Σ = LL T , we rewrite the first two terms of the loss function as an l 2 -norm:
The optimization of interest is written as:
After integrating the loss function over the predictive distribution, notice how portfolio optimality and simplicity appear in optimization 2.7. The l 2 norm includes the term, L −1 µ and the weights are scaled by L T , the right Cholesky factor of the posterior mean of the covariance. Optimizing the first term is similar to minimizing the distance between the chosen and maximum Sharpe ratio portfolios 1 . The simplicity component appears in the l 1 norm on the weights. As previously mentioned, this penalty zeros out asset weights for larger value of the tuning parameter, λ. Optimization 2.7 is now in the form of standard sparse regression loss functions, (Tibshirani, 1996) , with covariates, L T , data, L −1 µ, and regression coefficients, w. We may optimize 2.7 conveniently using existing software, such as the lars package of Efron et al. (2004) .
Choice of the λ parameter is an important practical issue. To this end, we employ the Bayesian approach adapted from Hahn and Carvalho (2015) by examining plots showing the predictive deterioration attributable to λ-induced sparsification. These plots convey the posterior uncertainty in any posterior metric chosen. For this paper, we consider the Sharpe ratio, a portfolio performance metric of return divided by risk and first studied in Sharpe (1966) . The intuition of this heuristic can be articulated as follows (for instance): choose λ such that, with posterior probability 95%, the predictive deterioration in the sparsified portfolio's Sharpe ratio is no more than 10% worse than the unsparsified optimal portfolio's Sharpe ratio. The Sharpe ratio is a natural metric to consider since its inputs, the portfolio mean and variance, are embedded in utility function 2.1 which leads to our final loss function.
Selection of λ based on predictive Sharpe ratio distribution plots is a useful financial heuristic but is not the only metric that may be chosen. Any other functions of the moments of returns (and their posteriors) may be used. The important idea borrowed from Hahn and Carvalho (2015) is the novel use of statistical uncertainty for selection.
3. Empirical Findings. We now apply our derived loss function to ETF portfolio selection and optimization. The empirical results are divided into two sections:
1 In the unconstrained optimization, the maximum Sharpe ratio portfolio weights are given by w * ∝ Σ −1 µ.
1. Illustration of the procedure. 2. Practical application of the procedure.
The first section illustrates how the portfolio selection procedure works by considering two models for the moments µ and Σ: (i ) Latent factor model and (ii ) Normal-inverse-Wishart model. The second section builds on the first by developing a dynamic portfolio selection procedure relying on a dynamic regression model for µ t and Σ t . This is intended to explore the realistic scenario of an individual investor who desires to update their portfolio over time. Specifically, the two models in the first section may be used for constructing static or "buy-and-hold" portfolios and illustrates the decoupling shrinkage and selection procedure applied to the portfolio problem. They are both shown to demonstrate how the portfolio decision may change under different specifications of prior and likelihood. In contrast, the dynamic model provides estimations for time-varying moments and permits constructing a sequence of portfolios through time as more asset return data is observed.
We use data on the 25 most highly traded (i.e., most liquid) equity funds from ETFdb.com. This is monthly data from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) database from February 1992 through February 2015 (CRSP, 1992 (CRSP, -2015 . In each example, we minimize the derived loss function,
with a constraint on short-selling the portfolio assets and along the entire solution path by varying λ. For the time-varying model, we substitute in the time dependent moment estimations and optimize 3.1 at each time step. We consider an investor who is constrained to long positions in their portfolio (although short positions may be allowed by easily modifying the investor's utility optimization). We focus on a long only empirical analysis since ETF investors are typically leverage constrained.
3.1. Illustration of the procedure. In this section, we show empirical results for a latent factor model and normal-inverse-Wishart model. We present these two models in sequence to emphasize the flexibility of the procedure to choice of prior and likelihood and to compare how these choices affect the final portfolio decision. Neither model is necessarily the "correct" choice. Instead, both are shown to highlight the modularity of the methodology.
3.1.1. Latent factor model. Model overview. We first consider a latent factor model for asset returns of the form:R
where Ψ is assumed diagonal and the set of k latent factors f t are independent. The covariance of the asset returns is constrained by the factor decomposition and takes the form:
To estimate this model, we use the R package bfa from Murray et al. (2013) . The software allows us to sample the covariance as well as the mean via a simple Gibbs step assuming a normal prior on µ. Factor modeling received considerable theoretical treatment and finance application in Lopes and West (2004) , Carvalho et al. (2008) , and Wang et al. (2011) , among many others.
Results. After estimating the mean and covariance of 25 ETFs using data from February 1992 to February 2015 under the latent factor model, we display the solution path for the optimization in figure 1. The y-axis displays the Sharpe ratio, and the x-axis are λ's from small (sparse portfolios) to large (full portfolios investing in all ETFs). From left to right, the x-axis can also be thought of as displaying decreasing portfolio simplicity. The gray region shows the posterior uncertainty in the Sharpe ratio for the unpenalized optimal portfolio. As prescribed in Hahn and Carvalho (2015) and detailed in Section 2, we choose the largest λ such that we remain within this band of uncertainty. The selected portfolio's Sharpe ratio is represented by the black star. Given the large amount of posterior uncertainty in the Sharpe ratio, we are able to select a sparse ETF portfolio with high confidence in its ex ante predictive loss relative to the unpenalized optimal portfolio. In other words, the large uncertainty in the Sharpe ratio metric admits a simple portfolio choice while simultaneously showing we are probably not giving up a lot. This uncertainty region can be chosen freely. For example, one could choose a smaller uncertainty band and trade off between less confidence in the predictive loss, a portfolio with more ETFs, and higher potential Sharpe ratio. Table 1 shows the selected portfolio and amount invested in each ETF. The two broad market ETFs are IWR and RSP. Prevailing wisdom in investing circles says to invest "in the market," and we see that the chosen portfolio has this profile with additional positions in sector specific ETFs. It is interesting to note the portfolio's exposure to the real estate and technology sectors. These sectors provide additional diversification (reflected in a higher Sharpe ratio). Including a market ETF. An individual investor may desire to hold a broad market ETF like SPY, a fund that tracks the S&P 500 index, with certainty. This can easily be achieved in the optimization step by unpenalizing SPY. To do this, we fix the penalty parameter associated with SPY to be zero. As a result, SPY is the first ETF to enter and remains a component of all portfolios along the solution path. Figure 2 and table 2 show the solution path and selected portfolio using the latent factor model and when SPY is unpenalized in the optimization.
The uncertainty in the Sharpe ratio results in selecting the first ETF that appears in the solution path, SPY. This is an important result of our decision-theoretic framework. If uncertainty in the Sharpe ratio for the best portfolio (from the unpenalized solution) contains the entire solution path, then not much is lost in predictive deterioration of the Sharpe ratio by choosing the simplest portfolio. Thus, a long only investor desiring simplicity should invest in only SPY. This result harkens back to the beginnings of asset pricing theory. In the mid-1960s, the derivation of the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) depended crucially on the assumption that the market portfolio is the maximum Sharpe ratio portfolio (Lintner, 1965; Sharpe, 1964) . After integrating over parameter and return uncertainty in a simple decision-theoretic framework 50 years later, we have arrived at a similar conclusion: A market ETF, such as SPY, may be the best solution for a mean-variance investor. 
where µ and Σ are the first and second moments of the asset returns, respectively. Given the Normal-inverse-Wishart prior on the joint distribution and assuming we have n realizations of the asset return vector, r, the posterior distribution is:
where C r is the sample covariance of the returns. It is straightforward to sample this posterior by sequentially sampling the marginal distribution p(Σ) and conditional distribution p(µ|Σ).
Results and comparisons.
Here, we show results using the mean and variance parameter estimations from the normal-inverse-Wishart model. Recall that the prior distribution is also a normal-inverse-Wishart with parameters (µ 0 , κ 0 , ν 0 , Σ 0 ). We choose an uninformative prior for the parameters and perform the same analysis as before. Figure 3 shows the solution path for the penalized optimization. As expected, it is similar to the latent factor model solution path displayed in figure 1. However, due to the difference in models, the posterior uncertainty band for the normal-inverse-Wishart model is wider, demonstrating how choice of prior and likelihood enter into the decision making step of portfolio selection. This highlights a key aspect of our methodology: sparsification is influenced by inference through posterior uncertainty. Therefore, the model need not be poorly (or incorrectly) specified by conflating model specification with the investor's preference for sparsity. The chosen ETF portfolio for the normal-inverse-Wishart model is shown in table 3. It is allocated to the real estate and technology sectors, and the posterior mean of the Sharpe ratio is slightly above 0.4. The choice of such a small portfolio is due to the large uncertainty region of the unpenalized optimal portfolio. Given the band of posterior uncertainty in figure 3, we interpret this Sharpe ratio as follows: With posterior probability 99%, this Sharpe ratio is no more than ∼ 0.2 (= 0.6 − 0.4) away from the unpenalized portfolio's Sharpe ratio, roughly around 0.6. This is a reasonable difference since the unpenalized portfolio has several other long positions permitting diversification and increases in the Sharpe ratio. Figure 4 displays the solution paths from the latent factor and NIW models for direct comparison as well as the unpenalized optimal portfolio uncertainty regions. The latent factor model region is displayed in diagonal black lines, and the NIW model region is displayed in solid gray. As previously mentioned, the two solution paths of the Sharpe ratio posterior means as well as the uncertainty regions differ slightly, and this is due to model specification. This plot emphasizes an equivalence interpretation that can be made when comparing statistical models along the lines of: For a given level of confidence (in our example, 60%), the NIW model gives a more sparsified portfolio of two ETFs than the latent factor model portfolio of three ETFs. In other words, our methodology admits a simple way to compare levels of portfolio simplicity among several statistical models for fixed level of posterior confidence. 
3.2.
A practical example using a dynamic model. An investor may desire the flexibility to update their portfolio allocation over time -particularly when future realizations of asset returns may modify their views of the moments µ and Σ. In this case, we are interested in estimating time-varying moments µ t and Σ t and using them to make a portfolio decision for time t + 1. Analogous to the first half of this section, the portfolio decision will rely on the mean-variance objective spelled out in section 2 -now a function of moments of returns that vary in time. We assume the investor is myopic and uses moment estimates dependent on all available data to construct a portfolio for the next time period, thus solving the following optimization problem:
where µ t and Σ t = L t L T t are the posterior means of the time-varying moments of asset returns. Optimization 3.6 is the time dependent version of the original optimization 2.7. This comprises an out-of-sample analysis in that only available data is used to make a decision at an uncertain next time step.
First, we will describe the model for µ t and Σ t . Second, we will show how these moments may be used in a dynamic ETF investing strategy.
Model overview. The dynamic regression model presented is related to the recently proposed five factor linear model of Fama and French (2015) . This model states that asset returns are linearly proportional to a set of five asset pricing factors which are themselves tradable portfolios. Specifically, we model the joint distribution of future ETF and asset pricing factor returns p(R t ,R F t ) compositionally by modeling p(R t |R F t ) and p(R F t ). Following the dynamic linear model setup from Harrison and West (1999) , we model the future return of ETF i as a linear combination of future factor returns
where
This model permits the coefficients on the factors as well as the observation and state level variances to vary in time. Pre-specified discount factors δ and δ β ∈ (0, 1) accomplish this goal for the observation and state level variances, respectively.
We model the five factor future returnsR F t with a full residual covariance matrix using the following matrix normal dynamic linear model:
where W t = 1−δc δc C t−1 . Analogous to model 3.7, the discount factors δ F and δ c in model 3.8 serve the same purpose of permitting time variation in the observation and state level variances, respectively. An added benefit of 3.8 is that Σ F t is a full residual covariance matrix. Models 3.7 and 3.8 together constitute a time-varying model for the joint distribution of future ETF and factor returns:
. As detailed in Harrison and West (1999) , they are Bayesian models that have closed form posterior distributions of all parameters at each time t, and the absence of MCMC is convenient for fast updating and uncertainty characterization -a necessary ingredient for our portfolio selection procedure. Under these models, we obtain the following mean and covariance structure for the ETF returns.
where column i of β t are the coefficients on the factors for ETF i, β i t . Also, Ψ t is a diagonal matrix with ith element Ψ tii = 1/φ i t . Posterior means of moments 3.9 are obtained by filtering estimations of models 3.7 and 3.8 and may be substituted into optimization problem 3.6 to solve the portfolio selection problem at each time step. Similar to the static portfolio case, we solve the optimization problem (now at each time t) along the solution path and choose the simplest portfolio that remains within the uncertainty region for the Sharpe ratio of the unpenalized portfolio. This procedure is done at each time t to provide a simple ETF portfolio that updates over time.
Results. In the analysis below, we use return data on 25 ETFs from February 1992 to February 2015. The returns on the Fama-French five factors are obtained from the publicly available data library on Ken French's website 2 .
We start with 36 months of data to train the model and begin forming portfolios in February 1995. Since models 3.7 and 3.8 are flexible in that several discount factors may be specified for the variances, we focus our analysis on a reasonable choice for these discount factors. Specifically, we fix δ c = δ β = 1 and consider time-varying residual variances δ F = δ = 0.999. Evidence of time-varying residual variance is well-documented in the finance literature (see for example, Ng (1991) ).
Similar to the static portfolio analysis, we consider forming portfolios that hold a market ETF (SPY) and are long only. Intuitively, we are interested in constructing a dynamic portfolio strategy for the individual investor that desires market exposure and a couple more diversifying long positions. 3  201102  100  ----201202  100  ----201302  100  ----201402  100  ----201502 100 ---- Table 4 Sparse ETF portfolio weights for the dynamic linear model with δF = δ = 0.999. Note that annual weights are shown for brevity although portfolios are updated monthly. Table 4 shows the weights for each year of the dynamic portfolio strategy. Note that the portfolios are updated monthly as new data is observedannual weights are only shown for brevity. Throughout the trading period, SPY is always included in the portfolio since it is unpenalized in the optimization. It is underweighted from 2003 through 2008 and is fully allocated to after the financial crisis (2009 to 2015) . Diversifying positions include emerging market stocks at the beginning and large and value stocks and real estate in the middle of the trading period. The procedure's selection of the real estate ETF and significant allocation leading up to the financial crisis contribute to its performance over the trading period. Figure 5 shows the growth of $1 invested in the dynamic portfolio selection strategy (also know as the cumulative return). This is shown by the black line and labeled as sparse. Also shown are three other strategies: (i ) sparse minvariance (dotted black), (ii ) full (gray), and (iii ) full min-variance (dotted gray).
Sparse min-variance is a portfolio formed with the same set of selected ETFs as the sparse portfolio (shown in table 4), but the optimal weights are found using a minimum variance objective. This objective is analogous to mean-variance except the mean vector is replaced with a vector of ones. For comparison, we also show full portfolios that are formed with all 25 ETFs at each point in time. The key takeaway from this figure is the notable outperformance of the sparse portfolios compared to the full portfolios. This exhibits an added benefit of implementing a sparse portfolio strategy beyond portfolio simplicity: out-of-sample performance is significantly improved compared to the alternative of optimally investing in all ETFs. Figure 6 compares the sparse portfolio strategies to two other reason-able alternatives: (i ) pick 5 (gray) and (ii ) Wealthfront (dotted gray). The pick 5 portfolio invests in the first five ETFs along the solution path at each point in time. The underperformance of this portfolio relative to the sparse portfolios highlights the benefit of selecting a different number of ETFs depending on the chosen posterior uncertainty region. There appear to be out-of-sample gains from permitting flexibility in the number ETF positions. The Wealthfront portfolio is a strategic portfolio from ETF investment advisor Wealthfront.com. Its positions are: 50% SPY (market), 15% EEM (emerging markets), 30% EZU (eurozone), and 5% IYW (tech). This fixed ETF portfolio also underperforms the sparse portfolios whose positions and ETF positions change over time. Table 5 compares the out-of-sample Sharpe ratio and standard deviation of returns for all seven strategies considered. The sparse strategies shown at the top should be contrasted with the full portfolio strategies (investing in all available ETFs) and other practical strategies shown in the middle and last, respectively. The Sharpe ratios for the sparse portfolios outperform each of the other five, and the min-variance strategy possesses the best risk-return tradeoff. Also, the standard deviation for the sparse strategies is slightly higher than the others since these portfolios generally have fewer positions.
However, this added out-of-sample risk is made up for by increased return. Table 5 Comparison of out-of-sample portfolio statistics for the seven portfolio strategies considered. The sparse ETF portfolios notably outperform the dense (or full) portfolios as well as the two practical alternatives and investing in the market ETF, SPY.
4. Discussion. This paper presents a new approach to mean-variance portfolio optimization from the investor's perspective. A loss function based on the Markowitz objective function is used in tandem with a new procedure that explicitly separates statistical inference from selection of the final portfolio. We illustrate the procedure by comparing two static models of asset returns and propose an out-of-sample ETF portfolio selection strategy based on a dynamic model for asset returns.
4.1. Alternative utility specifications. We end this paper by briefly discussing extensions of the presented methodology. The flexibility of the portfolio selection procedure to different utility specifications is an important characteristic of this paper. Two relevant examples were mentioned by the referees: (i ) incorporation of fees and (ii ) minimization of transaction costs. In each case, a variant of loss function 3.1 may be considered. Fees of the funds can be incorporated directly into the first moment of returns. For example, suppose a vector of expense ratios (percentage fee charged of total assets managed) of all funds were given by τ . The first moment of returns within the loss function may be adjusted by τ to reflect an investor's sensitivity to fees:
where µ − τ is the net return on investment in each fund. The expense ratio can also be incorporated at various time frequencies depending the units of µ. For example, if µ represents an expected monthly fund return, then τ (typically quoted annually), can be expressed on a monthly scale, too.
Sensitivity to transaction costs can be similarly accounted for by modifying the dynamic version of the mean-variance loss function (the objective in 3.6). This can be accomplished by penalizing the difference in consecutive weight vectors through time, w t+1 − w t . An example loss function would look like:
This penalty is designed to encourage slow movement in portfolio positions (given by the weight vector) over time so as to avoid frequent buying and selling of assets. In our empirical results, we focus on the original loss function in optimization 3.6 for two reasons. First, ETFs are low-cost investments and τ is small relative to µ. Second, our sparse dynamic portfolio weights (shown in table 4) under a variety of modeling choices vary gradually without a penalty on the weight difference.
APPENDIX A: REGULARIZED PORTFOLIO OPTIMIZATION Regularization methods for portfolio optimization follow two schools of thought. The first attacks estimation errors directly by attempting to regularize statistical estimates. This is often done in a Bayesian context by shrinking the mean estimates to a "grand mean" (James and Stein, 1961) . Similar applications of shrinkage used for regularization include Jorion (1985) and Jorion (1986) who set the mean return of the minimum variance portfolio to be the grand mean. In addition to the mean, others have focused on shrinking the covariance matrix in the portfolio selection problem, including Ledoit and Wolf (2003a) , Ledoit and Wolf (2003b) , and Garlappi, Uppal and Wang (2007) . In Garlappi, Uppal and Wang (2007) , they consider parameter and model uncertainty to improve portfolio selection and out-of-sample Sharpe ratio. The second stream of literature focuses on regularizing the portfolio weights directly. This literature is distinct in that regularization is delegated to the portfolio optimization step in contrast to inference of the optimization inputs. This is a popular approach since mean-variance optimization can be formulated in terms of a Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) objective function from Tibshirani (1996) with fast computation of the optimal solution. In this setting, the weights in the objective function are penalized with an l 1 norm. Among the first to investigate weight regularization in the context of portfolio optimization is Brodie et al. (2009) . They document improved out-of-sample performance as measured by the Sharpe ratio and consistently beat a naive strategy of investing an equal amount in each asset. is a separate study showing similar results. These more recent studies have clarified and expanded on earlier work by Jagannathan and Ma (2002) who showed that constraining the weights is equivalent to shrinking sample estimation of the covariance matrix. Fan, Zhang and Yu (2012) show that l 1 regularization limits gross portfolio exposure, leads to no accumulation of estimation errors, and results in outperformance compared to standard mean-variance portfolios. Specifically, Fan, Zhang and Yu (2012) and references therein discuss how to use a constraint on portfolio size to "bridge the gap" between a no short sale optimization and unconstrained optimization. This paper represents useful theoretical treatment of the ideas presented in Jagannathan and Ma (2002) and their connections with the canonical mean-variance problem. Recent work on regularization for portfolio selection includes Yen (2013) , Yen and Yen (2014) , Carrasco and Noumon (2011), Fernandes, Rocha and Souza (2012) , Fastrich, Paterlini and Winker (2013) with applications to index tracking in Fastrich, Paterlini and Winker (2014) , Takeda et al. (2013) , , and Wu, Yang and Liu (2014) .
